
Last Wednesday was an important day in the

Netherlands. A remarkable number of youth showed

up to vote for the party they want to see in the House

of Representatives. Interestingly, this number was

higher than four years ago. Maybe because we got to

keep the red pencil afterwards...?  

Some people are very busy with catching up all the

politics-related news and others desperately need a

break from all the House of Representatives updates.

Either way, you will always find time to read this

month’s newsletter! Usually we learn about the human

brain, but in this month’s issue you will read some facts

about animal brains. Of course you will also find news

about Dondrite events, funny memes and a crossword

to get in the right spring mood. Happy reading!

Cheers,

Scribe

Oh and don't forget our 'hidden hyperlinks'. Try

clicking on things! This icon might help you: 
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DEAR 
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IDK facts about
animals' brains

1.Squids have doughnut-shaped
brains.

So giant squids have brains in the shape of

doughnuts. Not only that, but their esophagus

runs directly through the hole in their brain.

Because of this, squids have to bite their food into

small pieces so the meal can fit through the

esophagus. If the food is too big, it can scrape

against their brain and cause damage. 

3.Leeches have 32 brains.

A leech's internal structure is divided into 32

separate segments, and each of these segments

has its own brain.

2. An ostrich's brain is smaller than its eyeball.

One ostrich eyeball is the size of a billiard ball (around two

inches in diameter). Now imagine two of those in an

ostrich's head. Its eyeballs are so large that there is only little

room for its brain. So, because science is science and

evolution is weird, an ostrich's brain is smaller than its eyes

which makes sense considering it runs in circles to "escape"

from predators.

4.Starfish don't have a centralized brain.

The starfish's anatomy is super fascinating. Starfish use

seawater (instead of blood) to pump nutrients throughout

their bodies. And its central nervous system is distributed

throughout its legs (or arms, who am I to say?), so it

technically does not have a localized brain.

http://mentalfloss.com/article/63719/20-freaky-facts-about-giant-squid
https://curiosity.com/topics/leeches-have-32-brains/
https://www.livescience.com/27433-ostriches.html
http://animals.howstuffworks.com/birds/ostrich-facts.htm
https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts/starfish.html
https://www.livescience.com/42393-starfish-eyes-vision.html


Dear Dondrites,

March is almost over, which means that the University has been officially closed for over a

year. It makes us sad to think about how difficult it has been to meet up and have a chill chat

at the university. Some of you have never even been to the (in)famous Red Room, or had a

taste of the amazing dishes prepared by Betty and Mora. 

Nonetheless, we are still happy and extremely proud of all that we have been able to do and

organise the past year. Even though a lot of real life events were prohibited, we managed to

have some awesome virtual events such as the Werewolf game, online game nights, a

movie night, and much more! Soon, we will also have our second virtual Synapium! If you

are as excited as we are about it, keep an eye on their website to sign up as soon as it opens!

More exciting news is that we have created new merchandise again!

Like last time, we will be selling the most cozy, comfortable and warm unisex hoodies with

our beautiful Dondrite logo on the front. What's new is our fancy totebags and notebooks.

Furthermore, you can also order official Dondrite stickers (per 5) to stick on every surface in

your house or troughout the city! Be quick, and fill out the order form here before March

31st!

A final bit of exciting news is that we are working on creating a webshop on our website, so

there is even more reason to visit our website as often as possible!

We wish you all the best and a lot of good luck in the upcoming semester (for some this will

be the first, for some this will unfortunately be the last semester). 

Much love,

The Board
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A WORD FROM THE
BOARD

http://synapsium.ruhosting.nl/
https://leden.conscribo.nl/dondrite/dondritemerchandise


RECENT DONDRITE
EVENTS

A note from Synapsium...

Hey Guys, 

 We wanted to remind you that the sign-ups for poster

presentations and speakers are open! 

This year the theme is: Let’s talk science together! With this

theme, we want to bring everybody together and get into fun

conversations about all things science. For that purpose, we are

looking to feature as many students as we can to give you a

platform to show off your work. 

You do not need to have finished your degree in order to come

and present, an unfinished thesis is also very welcome. Also, you

can of course also tell people from your old Uni or other friends

about our Symposium. As we are going to use Gathertown there

is no issue with people coming from far away. 

The deadline for sign-ups is April 1. (No we are not kidding you) 

You can find us on our new Website:

http://synapsium.ruhosting.nl/
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A beautiful night
At the end of February, Dondrite's Activity committee treated

us to an online night at the ballet “La Fille Mal Gardée”. We

appreciate that they know that us science people also like to

appreciate the arts.

Nijmegen and Beyond
The travel committee kicked March off with an informative blog post

about things to do in Nijmegen. As the weather gets nicer and we head

outside to explore, this blog post was very helpful for all of us who are still

getting to know the city.

As well as this we got to virtually experience the wider world in a fun

game of Geoguessr on March 16th. This was a nice reminder of past

travels which we will hopefully experience again soon!

 

Things get hairy in the Activity Committee...
Last week things began to get scary in Dondrite as its members started to

turn into hairy monsters… in the second ever Whatsapp Werewolf game!

The villagers won out in the end, but tensions were high for the week as we

tried to sniff out the deadly beasts in our mix.

Lets Talk Science Together
The Synapsium committee had a busy month! On March 4th they revealed

the theme for this year’s Synapsium: “Lets Talk Science Together”. On the

same day they launched a beautiful new website, use the link below to sign

up if you haven’t already.

As well as all this they also announced the keynote speakers on March 15th;

Prof. Dr. Christian Keysers and PhD student Jelle Brouwer. For anyone

reading this who is also interested in presenting their research at this event,

you can still sign up until April 1st! 

Regularly Scheduled
And as always we had our regular events, getting competitive at the monthly

game night, philosophical at the weekly café philosophique and bonding at

the weekly bitch breaks. 

RAG Week Nijmegen
Dondrite has joined with many other wonderful groups at

Radboud University to plan an amazing RAG week for us.

Join the fun from the 8th until the 15th of April to help raise

money for two wonderful charities: Stichting De Hond Kan

De Was Doen and Right To Play. 

Education Committee - Careers Event
Mark the 6th and 7th of April in your diaries for the Education Committee's Career Event!

We will hear from people working in both acamedia and industry, and will have some

career workshops on both days! Keep an eye on the socials for more info :)

http://synapsium.ruhosting.nl/
https://www.ru.nl/donders/agenda/agenda/@1233588/graduate-school-scientific-integrity-day-2020/
https://dehondkandewasdoen.nl/
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NOTICEBOARD

scribedo
ndrite@

gmail.com

Do you have anything
 you

want to share here? Send us

your mess
age at

Merchandise!
Do you want to wear a comfy hoodie,

write in a beautiful notebook and carry

your things in a cool totebag, all the wile

promoting your favourite study

association! Don't hesitate and order our

merch here!

 

MONTHLY MEME

Order merch

https://leden.conscribo.nl/dondrite/dondritemerchandise


At March 20, spring officially started. It is time to

spend more time outside, enjoy the beautiful

weather and watch nature becoming greener and

greener. And if you're lucky, you might even find

some delicious Easter eggs! To celebrate this

season, this month's crossword is all about spring.

Enjoy!

On the next page you will find the solution to last

month's puzzle.
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CROSSWORD

On the next page you will find the 

solution to last month's puzzle.

https://crosswordlabs.com/view/spring-741
 

https://crosswordlabs.com/view/spring-741
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CROSSWORD solution
 

Anonymous neuroimaging professor DONDRITECNS

FOLLOW FOR ALL THE LATEST
DONDRITE UPDATES

"You can do serious damage with an

MRI, you've essentially got a huge

microwave.-

DON DRITE

DONDRITE

 


